JHL Ranch Operation - Overview

The JHL ranch is located in the Western Nebraska grass-covered sand dunes called the Nebraska Sandhills. The operation consists of approximately 28,000 intensely managed acres running between 1400 and 1500 late spring calving cows.

Previous to 1999 it had been run with high growth continental cross cattle in 5-6,000 acre pastures. Since that time both the use of genetics and grass management have taken priority. The genetic direction has changed to recognize the value of marbling without giving up the other beneficial traits. The current genetics consist of a foundation type Angus base crossed with Braunvieh.

The ranch is blessed with abundant supplies of native meadow grasses. This along with imported supplements allows the ranch to additionally background the calves.

Animal ID and the Personal Computer are the cornerstones of the breeding program. Replacement heifers have been AI’d for almost 30 years. In tracking these AI’d animals to resulting females and carcass endpoints it become evident that matings could be tailored with beneficial effect for the individual cow. In 2000 the JHL began implementing a complete herd AI program based on individual cow data. The AI program also facilitated the two breed rotation.

Instrumental pieces that have proven merit in changing the direction of the beef program are ultrasound and DNA.

JHL first used ultrasound in 1991 bull selections before it was seedstock association required. We next used it in the feedlot in 1994 and became a consistent part of the program in 2000. Ultrasound allowed for a better base from which to analyze bull and cow carcass potentials by allowing each feedlot animal to come closer to its potential. Ultrasound was also incorporated into the heifer replacement program in 2005.

Our herd sizes, generally around 400 cows, necessitate multiple clean-up bulls. We began using DNA for parentage identification in 2000. We have since used it to cull for disposition, dystocia and carcass. In addition it has allowed us to prove out owned bulls and collect semen for the AI program.
Pasture size has been radically reduced to most pastures being approximately a section in size. In the size herds we run this makes for 7-10 day rotations. In the spring when the cows are chasing the early season grasses we allow the cows to flow more freely between pastures (2 and 3 days). At the present time we have between 80-90 paddocks which are watered by over 20 miles of pipelines.

The ground in the Sandhills is fragile. If the hills are grazed too intensely they are prone to severe erosion by both wind and water. If the very soft meadows are grazed too intensely they can become very rough. The meadows produce on average about 2400 tons of hay put up in 1400lb round bales. Bale size is important in that herds can be fed in one trip with a bale processor that carries 6 bales. Until calving the herds are widespread across the ranch so minimizing the number of trips is important.

The resident native grasses do not contain sufficient protein density to sustain a cow therefore the cows are generally protein supplemented starting in December. Haying the cows depends on range condition (including snow depth) but generally starts in January.

At pregnancy checking time the running age cows are separated into early and late calvers. The early calvers herd is generally started on rotations without supplementation by the end of April. The later calvers (with early grass coming on before they calve) do not receive much hay.

After AIing, where 4 synchronized herds are processed through the corrals three times within a three week period, the cows are turned out to clean-up bulls for a total of 60 days.

Since we retain ownership on all calves we take special care in an attempt to stay ahead of health issues. Calves are inoculated with a clostridial/blackleg/7-way at birth and then a respiratory at about 30 days of age. We don’t pre-condition but the calves are re-vaccinated at weaning with a respiratory booster around 14 days later.

Weaning takes place at calf ages of 140-180 days. Across fence line weaning is used with the cows kept in the corrals and the calves on the meadow. Since the calves have been separated 4 times previously with branding and AIing there is less stress.

The calves are back-grounded on meadow after growth and currently DDG pellets. This usually runs until December when they start being fed hay in addition. After that time they are staged for moving to the feedlot from January to April providing a larger fed cattle marketing window.

We have an extensive mineral program that varies by the season. Before breeding, before weaning and mid-winter are the times when the cows receive a full mineral package. The weaned calves are on a full mineral program at all times. We go the extra distance in using some chelated minerals, an ionophore and pre-budded yeast.
Heifer calves are the last to leave as we attempt to pick replacement heifers as close to a year of age as possible. We believe that phenotypes are very important and want the heifer to be given every opportunity to express her eventual phenotype before selection. Since if selected we anticipate their residency on the ranch at 12 plus years numerous increasing hurdles are set before them including ultrasound, linear measurements and disposition scores.

The work from A to Z on the JHL is based on improving small margins in every aspect which ultimately emphasizes and supports the retention of a cow that is capable of doing her job with minimum human intervention.

Our attitude is that our program has “not arrived” yet. We hope to maintain that attitude. Everything is continually up for questioning.